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Helianthus eggertii (Asteraceae) is a federally threatened sunflower species that typically
grows between open woods and barrens. This species has both sexual and asexual modes of
reproduction, which can influence the amount of genetic diversity present within and among
populations. Maintaining genetic diversity is one of the primary objectives in managing
threatened species or populations. Fire and population size may influence genetic diversity.
Two Inter-Simple Sequence Repeat Markers (873 and MAO) were used to characterize many
important genetic parameters of 17 populations in 2003 and four populations in 2004. This
information was used to assess the effectiveness of different conservation management
strategies.
The main objectives of this project were to determine whether:
1) larger populations of Helianthus eggertii have a higher genetic diversity within populations
than smaller populations
2) fire or other management strategies influence genetic diversity of populations
3) sexually derived progeny of H. eggertii have greater genetic diversity than mixed reproduction
in parent populations assuming some degree of clonal reproduction.
This study found that there is higher mean genetic diversity in larger populations, though
not significant. Genetic diversity showed no difference in populations that are frequently burned
than in populations that are not burned. However, there tends to be an increase in genetic
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diversity in some populations immediately after a fire event. The seed population studied had a
higher genetic diversity. Genetic diversity is high at both Mammoth Cave National Park (.5246)
and Arnold Engineering and Development Center (.4555). The high genetic diversity observed
suggests that while clones may exist in a population, seedling establishment is actively putting
new genetically diverse individuals in a population. These results show that the current
management strategies being used are suitable for protecting this species.
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Introduction
Currently the Earth is in the middle of its sixth major mass extinction event (Norvack
2001). Conservative estimates show that global species loss may reach as high as 30% percent
of the total species by early decades of this century (Norvack 2001). Human action is frequently
at the root of the biodiversity crisis (Novacek 2001). Conservation efforts are in effect to save
many imperiled species. Two levels of species diversity can be considered: interspecific
diversity and intraspecific diversity. Diversity among species or interspecific diversity is the
number of different plant and animal species present in an ecosystem. Intraspecific diversity is
the diversity within a single species (Frankham et. al. 2002).
Some species are being reintroduced to habitats where they once existed. Species
recovery plans are trying to increase the number of populations of species present in various
locations. Though many restoration efforts are designed solely to increase the number of
individuals, many management plans currently include a component designed to preserve or
increase genetic diversity.
Intraspecific diversity, or diversity within a species, is further subdivided into two
categories: intrapopulation diversity and interpopulation diversity. Intrapopulation diversity is
the level of genetic variation among individuals within a single population of the same species.
Interpopulation diversity is the genetic variation occurring among different populations of the
same species (Frankham et al. 2002).
Evidence exists that populations large enough to be ecologically self-sustaining are
unlikely to be highly threatened by loss of genetic diversity. However, in small populations or
populations under extreme management schemes, genetic diversity may play a key role in the
survival of the species.
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Genetic diversity is the raw material for adaptive evolutionary change and allows
populations to adapt to changing conditions (Hedrick 2000). The maintenance of genetic
diversity is a major focus in conservation, and is a primary objective in the management of
populations of threatened species (Frankham et al. 2002).
The apportioning of genetic diversity within a species plays a role in how a species or
set of populations should be managed. In species with limited gene flow, where over 50% of the
variation is among populations, it is necessary to preserve individuals from at least six
populations in order to conserve 95% of the genetic diversity of the species (Fu et. al. 2003). In
a species where only 20% of the variation is among populations, individuals saved from two
populations are enough to conserve 95% of the genetic diversity (Fu et. al. 2003). Long-lived,
outcrossing, and/or late successional taxa retain most of the genetic diversity within populations
(Nybom 2004). Populations of annual, selfing, and/or early successional species, in contrast,
allocate more of their genetic variability among populations (Nybom 2004).
Conservation genetics is concerned with the ability of populations to evolve in response
to a biotic or abiotic stimulus (Hedrick 2000). Four factors that affect the ability of a species to
respond include reproductive mode, population size, the base-level genetic diversity, and gene
flow.
Self-incompatibility is a physiological, chemical, or genetic mechanism preventing or
restricting the formation of zygotes after self-mating (Lloyd 1968 and Vekemans 1998). Selfincompatibility can increase gene flow and reduce genetic variation among populations of a
species. Self-incompatible plants may suffer from problems of finding a mate. Pollination is
defined as the transfer of pollen from the anther of one flower, to the ovule of another flower; the
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mating is incompatible if pollen and ovule share the same phenotype (Vekemans et. al. 1998).
Thus, mate availability can be mathematically described as the probability that a randomly
chosen mate is genetically compatible. In plants that can grow via rhizomes or clonally, many of
the individuals will have the same genes; thus, no genetic diversity will be seen between the
clonal stems, or ramets. This would allow multiple stems, with the ability to reproduce, to have
the same genes. Though the population size based on the number of stems may be large, the
actual stems with different genes may be substantially lower. This can make a large population
of stems behave like a small population in regards to genetic diversity, and most stems would be
unable to reproduce. The number of alleles in a small population with multiallelic selfincompatibility systems is expected to be low, and thus mate availability is expected to be
generally low. Loss of alleles at self-incompatibility loci can pose a direct threat to populations
by limiting seed set (Holsinger and Vitt, in Pickett et. al. 1997).
Another mating system that can decrease genetic diversity is inbreeding. Inbreeding is
mating of related individuals. Inbreeding can occur in two ways. Selfing, the most extreme
form of inbreeding, can be prevented in the plants with self-incompatibility systems. Biparental
inbreeding will occur in small populations, when dispersal of pollen or seed is spatially restricted
(Ellstrand and Elam 1993).
Random genetic drift in small populations may cause the number of alleles to decrease
below a threshold value resulting in decreasing mate availability and possibly extinction
(Vekemans et. al. 1998). This is one contributing factor of the Allee effect. The Allee effects
are caused when population density is low, or when population size leads to a low per capita
reproductive rate thereby causing the extinction of rare species or species with a metapopulation
structure (Groom 1998).
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In simplest terms, a population is a group of interbreeding individuals that exist together
in time and space (Hedrick 2000). Population size can affect many factors such as low seed set
in self-incompatible systems, and possible extinction. Base level genetic diversity and gene flow
can help in understanding the ability of a population to adapt to change, but can be affected
drastically by self incompatibility or population size.
Maintenance of genetic diversity is often linked to population size. Theoretical
population genetics predicts that loss of genetic diversity in small populations can be attributed
to multiple factors such as genetic drift, founder effects, and population bottlenecks (Godt et al.,
1996).
Genetic drift is the random change in allele frequency when the gametes transmitted from
one generation to the next, only carry a sample of the alleles in the parent population, and/or the
changes in gene frequency due to random variation in mortality and fecundity. A founder effect
is the single instance of a population developing in a new area from only a few individuals; thus,
only a portion of the parental alleles are brought into the new population. Population bottlenecks
are the existence of a population at a temporarily small size, which results in the loss of genetic
variation subsequent to bottleneck (Ricklefs and Miller 1999).
Gene flow is simply the exchange of genetic traits between populations through the
movement of the individuals, the individual’s gametes, or the individual’s spores. Gene flow can
mask subpopulation structure if gene flow is sufficiently high enough to homogenize populations
genetically even if there is low gene flow demographically. Gene flow can be calculated by the
equation Nm=.5(1-Gst)/Gst where Gst is Wrights weighted average of Fst and Nm is the number
of number of migrants per generation. Fst is the proportion of the total genetic variance
contained in a subpopulation relative to the total genetic variance, and the values can range from
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0 to 1. A high Fst implies a considerable degree of differentiation among populations. In neutral
genes, a Nm value of one migrant per generation is necessary to prevent divergence caused by
genetic drift (Kim and Chung 1995).
Gene flow is able to improve the long-term detrimental effects of reduced genetic
diversity from inbreeding and genetic drift in small populations of plants (Goodell et al 1997).
Native species with a long history of genetic drift, isolation, and frequent bottlenecks have
reduced genetic variation and may allow high loads of recessive deleterious mutations to
accumulate in a population with inbreeding depression, crossing with an outside population may
increase heterozygosity and fitness of the descendants (Byers and Waller 1999). .
One problem, though, with the assumption that bringing in outside individuals will
beneficially increase genetic diversity occurs when coadapted gene complexes exist within the
parental genomes. The gene complexes that are adapted to the local environment will break
down and result in reduced fitness of descendants. This mechanism is commonly known as
outbreeding depression (Paschke 2002, Ellstrand and Elam 1993).
Helianthus eggertii
One plant species facing these factors is Helianthus eggertii (Figure 1), a member of the
Asteraceae. Currently, this species is listed as threatened (LT) under the 1973 Untied States
Endangered Species Act. The designation means that the species is considered likely to become
endangered within the foreseeable future.
Helianthus eggertii is a hexaploid (N=51) which possibly originated from a cross
between H. laevigatus (N=34) and H. decapetalus (N=17) (Heiser et. al. 1969, Sossey-Alaoui
et. al. 1998). Helianthus eggertii is a tall perennial herb whose stems can grow up to 2.5 meters.
The stems are usually purplish or reddish and glaucous above the middle of the stem. The stems
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rarely branch except for in inflorescence. Typically, there are seven to 15 pairs of leaves that are
opposite or in some cases alternate in the inflorescence. The leaves are dark bluish green with a
waxy somewhat metallic shine, as well as scabrous above. The undersides of the leaves are
glaucous. Helianthus eggertii generally has 10 ray flowers; these are sterile, narrowly oblong to
oblong, 4-6 mm wide, and up to 3cm long. Disk flowers are fertile, 6-7.5 mm long, and 1-2mm
wide (Bullington et. al. 1998).
The range of Helianthus eggertii (Eggert’s sunflower) extends from northern Alabama,
central Tennessee, and into central Kentucky. Originally, this species was described as occurring
on rocky hills (Small 1903) and was included in the habitat description of barrens by Heiser et al.
(1969). Throughout its range H. eggertii grows near the edge of forests and fields and persists in
lightly disturbed areas within the barrens ecosystem (USFWS 1999).
Populations of H. eggertii produce a small amount of viable seed, due to insect damage
or embryo abortion. Germination rate can be as high in viable seeds where 65% of filled seed
germinated (Cruzan 2002). Helianthus eggertii is self-incompatible and cross-pollination is
obligate (Heiser et al. 1969). This species can form extensive clonal clumps through the
extension of rhizomes. Two major effects of clonal growth on the genetic structure in a
population are: 1) many genetically identical individuals are produced, and 2) the life span of
individuals derived from the same seed is extended (Suzuki 1999). These factors can lead to a
decline in genetic diversity within small populations. However, clonal structure analysis
suggests that most of the new individuals each year are produced via seeds rather than by
rhizomes (Cruzan 2002). Even if seedling recruitment is infrequent in a clonal species, over a
long time scale it can increase genetic diversity (Suzuki 1999). Helianthus eggertii appears to
have a type II transient seed bank. Type II seed banks require a period of chilling before
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germination can take place. The chilling requirement allows germination to be synchronized
with the end of winter in cool, temperate climates (Thomson in Fenner 1992). The greatest
germination of H. eggertii seeds occurs after eight weeks of chilling (Cruzan 2002).
Threats to H. eggertii as outlined in the United States Fish and Wildlife Service Recovery
Plan are conversion of habitats, fire suppression, exotic plant invasion, and right-of-way
maintenance. Fire and disturbance can help H. eggertii persist (USFWS 1999). Silene regia
(royal catchfly; Caryophyllaceae), a plant found in an environment similar to H. eggertii, has
shown high genetic diversity in populations where fire management is present. Silene regia is
restricted to prairie remnants and has shown a dramatic positive response to fire. Silene regia
populations that are periodically burned have higher seedling recruitment, higher adult survival,
and higher population growth than unburned populations (Menges and Dolan 1998).
However, a study of Helianthus occidentalis, a self-incompatible, perennial sunflower,
has suggested that fire can increase clonal growth from vegetative resprouting (Fore and
Guttman 1999). The differences in Silene regia and H. occidentalis demonstrate the need to
study how management can change a population, and its genetic diversity.
Substrate manipulation, another form of disturbance, increases H. eggertii density and
growth (Hewitt unpublished data, K. Fitch personal communication). This method has been
recommended for other rare plants to increase seedling recruitment (Pavlik and Manning 1993).
The outcrossing nature of H. eggertii suggests that seedlings should be more genetically diverse,
and seedling establishment could increase genetic diversity.
Current management plans are being followed that include fire and other management
schemes to improve H. eggertii populations. Whether these management plans generate a
change in genetic diversity has yet to be determined.
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ISSR Markers
Using Inter-Simple Sequence Repeat (ISSR) analysis, an increase in genetic diversity can
be detected. A high level of genetic diversity was found within populations of H. eggertii
sampled across the species range using one ISSR primer (Cruzan 2002), but the influence of
population size or management scheme was not tested.
ISSR markers are based on single-primer polymerase chain reactions where the primer
sequence is derived from di- or tri-nucleotide repeats with a one to three nucleotide anchor
sequence, for example CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTTG (Wolfe 1998) or without an anchor such as
GATAGATAGATAGATA (Leroy 2001). Anchoring can eliminate strand-slippage and may
include degenerate sites such as an RY (R= A or G, Y = C or T) anchor. ISSR markers are
dominantly expressed and will show a fragment if the two priming sites are present. The regions
that are amplified represent the nucleotide sequence between two Simple Sequence Repeat
priming sites that are orientated on opposite DNA strands. SSR regions are thought to be
scattered evenly throughout the genome, and the chance of amplifying between two adjacent
sites is high enough that a large number of bands should be generated (Wolfe 1998).
This method has been shown to be highly reproducible and generate the variability
polymorphism needed in population genetic studies (Lui and Wendel 2001). Genetic diversity in
clonal populations of plants has been studied with ISSRs by (Camacho and Liston (2001), Li and
Ge 2001, and Esselman et al. (1999). Among and within population genetic diversity estimates
from ISSR markers may be directly compared with randomly amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) and amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) (Nybom 2004). ISSRs are
thought to be more robust than RAPDs (Wolfe et al. 1998) and require no previous knowledge of
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the genetic material as with Microsatellites. Based on the low cost and labor, low time
investment, the ease of replication, and the robust nature, ISSRs were chosen for this study.
Goals of Study
The goals of this study are to determine whether 1) larger populations of H. eggertii have
higher genetic diversity within populations; 2) fire and other management strategies increase
genetic diversity of populations; and 3) sexually derived progeny of H. eggertii have greater
genetic diversity versus mixed reproduction in parent populations assuming some degree of
clonal reproduction.
This study will give a greater insight into the effects of population size and/or fire on the
genetic diversity of H. eggertii. The determination of how fire and population size influence H.
eggertii may play an important role in the development of appropriate conservation management
strategies for this threatened species.

Materials and Methods
Population Size Study in 2003
Current demographic data from populations within Mammoth Cave National Park
(MACA) located in Kentucky were used to identify seven populations at MACA. The
populations at MACA ranged in size from small (10 to 50 stems) to large (500 or more stems).
The populations are Great Onyx Meadow (GO), Old Job Corp Sites (OJC sites 1-4), Wondering
Woods (WW sites 1-3), Maple Springs (MS), Lincoln Trail (LT sites 2 and 4), Little Jordan
Road (LJ), and Chaumont (C). Two healthy leaves were collected from fifty stems within each
of the populations, for DNA extraction. If a population contained <50 stems, then two leaves
from every stem were collected. If the number of stems in a population was >50, then two leaves
were collected from 50 different stems separated in space by one meter when possible. Leaf
tissue collected from the field was kept on ice and then transferred to a -20ºC freezer in the
Western Kentucky University Biotechnology center until the sample’s DNA was extracted. The
map in figure 2 shows the sample sites, burn history, and burning plans at MACA.
Recent Fire and Management Scheme Study in 2003
Current demographic data from populations within Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC), located in Tennessee, were used to identify ten populations at AEDC.
Population size was not a factor at AEDC, as extremely large average population sizes were
typical. Sample sites of Helianthus eggertii at Arnold’s Engineering and Development Center
(AEDC) are 37, 44A, 44B, 61, 150, 165, 173, 239, 259, and 382. Figure 3 shows the locations
at AEDC of all the sampling sites. Five populations at AEDC were selected based on recent fire
and five populations were selected based on absence of recent fires. Two healthy leaves were
collected from fifty stems within each of the populations, for DNA extraction. If a population
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contained <50 stems, then two leaves from every stem were collected. If the number of stems in
a population was >50, then two leaves were collected from 50 different stems separated in space
by one meter when possible. Leaf tissue collected from the field was kept on ice and then
transferred to a -20ºC freezer in the Western Kentucky University Biotechnology center until the
sample’s DNA was extracted.
Seedling Genetic Study in 2004
Fruiting heads were collected from the 5 natural MACA populations: Lincoln Trail,
Maple Springs, Chaumont, Little Jordan, and Wondering Woods. Achenes were collected from
the fruiting heads, germinated, transferred to nutrient agar plates, and kept moist, following
Baskin and Baskin (1998). In order to obtain maximum germination, the seeds were kept at 2 ºC
for eight weeks. The achenes were then germinated in a growth chamber with 12 hours of light
and 12 hours of dark with alternating temperatures of 24ºC and 12ºC respectively, following
Cruzan (2001).
Once seeds germinated, they were transferred from the nutrient agar to Promix for
development in a greenhouse. After the plants matured, fresh leaf tissue was collected for DNA
extraction, while the rest of the plant was grown out in pots, and used for restoration efforts
within MACA and the Western Kentucky University Biological Preserve.
Study after Burn Event in 2004
At MACA, the Wondering Woods site population selected for testing after a fire event. Two
subpopulations WW2 and WW3 were burned, while subpopulation WW1 was unburned.
Controlled burns were conducted during the MACA burn window of February 1st through April
30th, and completed by MACA fire management teams and/or other MACA related agencies. At
AEDC, two burned populations 382A and 44A, were collected in the summer of 2003, were
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burned in the early spring of 2004, and then sampled again in the summer of 2004. All burns
were conducted by the agencies in concordance with MACA and AEDC fire management plans
and procedures as outlined by USFWS.
The sampling was completed by collecting two leaves from fifty stems for DNA extraction.
In order to obtain high quality genetic material, collection took place in the spring when plants
are putting up new leaves if possible. Leaf tissue collected from the field was kept on ice and
then transferred to a -20ºC freezer in the Western Kentucky University Biotechnology center
until the sample’s DNA was extracted.
DNA Extraction for 2003 and 2004 Studies
Leaf tissue collected from the field was kept on ice and then transferred to a -20ºC freezer
in the Western Kentucky University Biotechnology center until the sample’s DNA was
extracted. Initially a MoBio Ultraclean Plant DNA kit was used to extract DNA. However,
secondary compounds in the plant tissue did not allow for a clean DNA extraction. Therefore,
this method was not used for the study.
The hexdecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction method was employed for
all samples. DNA was extracted using a CTAB procedure modified from Andrea D. Wolfe,
listed in the ISSR protocols as the Miniprep DNA Extraction protocol on her website.
Specifically, 10-50 mg of leaf tissue was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground into a fine
powder with a mortar and pestle. Further grinding was done after adding 1 ml CTAB isolation
buffer (containing 2% CTAB, 100mM 1 M Tris (pH 8.0), 20 mM 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0), 1.4 M
NaCl, and 1% polyvinylpolypyrrolidone (PVP) and β-mercaptoethonal (added just before use).
The leaf tissue-buffer mixture was heated to 65ºC for 1h and extracted using 0.7 ml of
chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1). Following 30 min centrifugation at 13,000g, the aqueous
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portion was transferred to clean tubes. Genomic DNA was precipitated by adding 0.54 ml of
cold isopropanol, stored overnight at -20ºC, followed by centrifugation at 13,000g for 30 min.
The isopropanol was removed and the DNA pellet was washed with 0.500 ml 75% ethanol, and
centrifuged again at 13,000g for four minutes. The supernatant was discarded and samples were
placed under a vacuum for thirty minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 0.08 ml of 1X TE
buffer (pH 8.0). DNA was cleaned by adding 0.018 ml 100% ethanol, 0.008ml 7.5 ammonium
acetate, and stored overnight at -20 ºC. Samples were centrifuged at 13,000g for four minutes,
and supernatant was discarded. The pellet was washed with 0.500 ml of 75% ethanol,
centrifuged again at 13,000g for four minutes, and then placed under a vacuum for thirty
minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 0.100 ml sterilized nanopure water. Integrity of the
DNA was confirmed by gel electrophoresis using a 1.5% agarose gel run with 1xTAE buffer at
100V for 1h, stained with ethidium bromide by bathing for 30 min on an orbital shaker, and
visualized under UV light. The DNA samples were then stored in a -20ºC freezer until ISSR
analysis were performed.
PCR Methods Using ISSRs for 2003 and 2004 Studies
One hundred ISSR primers from the University of British Columbia Biotechnology
Laboratory (Vancouver, Canada) were screened for polymorphism with four samples from the
Chaumont population. Primers meeting these criteria were selected for data collection. The
primers 816, 841, and 873 were fluorescently tagged, and used in subsequent reactions. The
primer MAO used in Cruzan’s study was also used for this study. Polymerase chain reactions
contained 1 ul template DNA (10 to 20 ng), 1 ul of primer (20uM), 1 ul 10X BSA, 10 ul of 2x
PCR master mix (Promega, Madison, WI), and 7 ul sterile nanopure H2O for a total reaction
volume of 20 ul. ISSR reactions were then loaded on the MJ-Research PTC-100 Thermocycler.
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PCR profile consisted of an initial denaturation step was of 1 min at 94ºC. Then 34 cycles were
run at 94 ºC of 30s (denaturation of template), 30s at fifty degrees (annealing primers), and 105s
at 72ºC (extension of product). A final extension step of five minutes at 72ºC was run (Camacho
and Liston 2001).
Products were confirmed on a 1.7% agarose gel in 1X TBE buffer and stained with
ethidium bromide. Resolving power of agarose gels are low with ISSR reactions in comparison
with power obtained from the ABI 310, a capillary system (Lui and Wendel 2001). PCR
products were electrophoresed on a capillary-based ABI 310 Genetic Analyzer with the
Bioventures X-Rhodamine MapMarker® 1000 (Rox1000) molecular marker under denatured
conditions.
Data Analysis
ISSR peaks on the electropherogram were scored as binary characters (based on presence
or absence). The number of polymorphic loci, percentage of polymorphic loci, and Shannon
Diversity Index of phenotypic diversity were computed using PopGene32 (Yeh 1997). Studies
of genetic diversity typically calculate observed heterozygosity (Ho). However, because ISSR
markers are dominantly expressed, the allele frequencies cannot be determined unless HardyWeinberg is assumed. Helianthus eggertii violates assumptions of Hardy-Weinberg because it is
polyploidy and asexually reproducing. The Shannon Diversity Index has been used in studies
when dominant markers (RAPDs or ISSRs) are used in clonal species (Cambell et. al 1999, Li
and Ge 2001). The equation of the Shannon Diversity Index is I= Σ pi log2 pi where pi is the
frequency of the presence or absence of a band (Yeh 1997). In the comparisons of 2003 and
2004 populations, only the Shannon Diversity Index was used since not all populations in 2004
were sampled again.
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Several other parameters were measured using Hickory v1.0, which does not assume
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Holsinger 2002). The partitioning of genetic diversity was
divided into two components using Gst-B a Bayesian analog NEI’s Gst statistic (within
population, among groups), and θB a Bayesian analog of Fst. Inbreeding was estimated by f a
Bayesian analogy of Fis, the universal inbreeding coefficient. The model from Hickory with the
lowest Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) was selected for use. The hs values from the
Hickory program were also used for each population. This value is a reasonable metric of allelic
diversity (Holsinger personal communication).
One-way Analysis of variance was used to test the influence of fire management
procedures or population size using the Shannon Diversity Index (after arcsine transformation to
meet requirements for equality of variance and normal distribution, Volis et al. 2001). All
statistical analysis was completed using SYSTAT 10.2 (2002).

Results
Population Size Study in 2003 Collection
In MACA seven populations, with a total of 13 different sites were studied. Five sites
were transplants sites from Chaumont: Old Job Corp site 1-4, and the Great Onyx meadow
population. The Old Job Corp population had very few plants per site (10-20), and was
considered a small population. Great Onyx Meadow population had a larger number of stems,
and for the purpose of this study, was considered a medium size population. Large natural
populations that were sampled were Chaumont, Little Jordan, and Lincoln Trail (500 or more
stems). Medium natural populations (100 to 500 stems) were found at Maple Springs, and the
small natural population (0 to 100 stems) was Wondering Woods (three separate sites). A total
of 338 samples from MACA were collected from 25 August to 4 October 2003.
Recent Fire and Management Scheme Study in 2003 Collection
At AEDC, 11 different populations were studied. Burned populations included 37A,
44A, 165A, and 382A. 173A was burned in 1997, but was then heavily disturbed when the pine
stand was harvested. Unburned populations were 44B, 61A, 61B, 239A, and 259A. Population
150A was maintained by mowing. A total of 458 samples were collected from AEDC from 25
July to 15 August 2003.
Seedling Genetic Study Collection
Mammoth Cave National Park donated achenes from the 2001 and 2002 Chaumont
population to germinate and grow for restoration purposes. An unknown number of achenes
from 2001 and 1180 achenes from 2002 were donated. Of these 32 achenes from 2001
germinated and 24 achenes (2%) from 2002 germinated. Achenes were collected from the 131
fruiting heads in the natural populations at MACA on 3 October 2003 (Table 2). Maple Springs
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only yielded 12 achenes (6.5 achenes per fruiting head) none of which germinated. The
Wondering Woods sites yield a low number of achenes with Wondering Woods 1 yielding only
36 achenes with 21 showing insect damage (1.8 achenes per fruiting head), Wondering Woods 2
yielded 13 achenes (1.18 achenes per fruiting head), and Wondering Woods 3 was not flowering.
The two sites at Lincoln Trail varied greatly at Lincoln Trail site 2 yielded 125 achenes
(3.13 achenes per fruiting head), and Lincoln Trail site 4 yielded 101 achenes (10.1 achenes per
fruiting head). Little Jordan yielded 140 achenes (4.82 achenes per fruiting head). Chaumont
had the largest number of achenes with 168 achenes collected (8.4 achenes per fruiting head).
The large populations at Chaumont, Little Jordan, and Lincoln Trail had significantly
higher number of fruiting heads than the smaller populations based on a two group t test
(F=7.160, P = .04). Germination was very low (Table 3), and time of germination varied greatly.
The highest germination rate was seen at Lincoln Trail, and Little Jordan. Surprisingly, only one
achene germinated from the Chaumont population in 2003. The number of achenes collected
highly predicted the germination rate. The larger the number of achenes collected the higher the
germination rate based on linear regression with a squared multiple R of 0.636 (F = 8.751, P =
0.032). Therefore, as more seeds are produced by a population, the higher the germination rate is
likely to be.
Study after Burn Event in 2004
The control burns at Wondering Woods population took place in April 2004. Two of the
sites (WW2 and WW3) were burned. WW1 was not burned as the road was used as a firebreak.
A total of 70 samples were collected: 25 stems from WW1, 25 stems from WW2, and 20 stems
from WW3. Wondering Woods populations were noticeably healthier in 2004 with larger
populations, less disease, and less insect damage. Two populations were collected at AEDC.
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Population 382 and 44A were burned during the winter. Fifty samples from each population
were collected.
Restoration Efforts
Twelve plants grown from seed from Chaumont 2001 (8 plants) and 2002 (4 plants) were
planted at the Upper Green River Biological Preserve at the coordinates (N37.24551,
W085.99166). These plants were approved for planting at this site by Mammoth Cave National
Park.
DNA Extraction and Molecular Markers
DNA was extracted using the CTAB procedure and then checked periodically to see that
extractions worked (fig. 4). All extractions in the random checks showed good genomic DNA
bands. The CTAB procedure was very reliable for DNA isolations.
ISSR Markers
Of the one hundred UBC markers, three markers were chosen based on being most
reliable and polymorphic. The ISSR markers 873 GACAGACAGACAGACA, 841
GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAYC, and 816 CACACACACACACACAT were the most
polymorphic and reproducible during the screening phase. An example of primer 873 and 816
amplified from genomic DNA from different stems is shown in figure 5. The three markers 873,
841, and 816 were fluorescently tagged with Fam-6 on the 5’ end. These markers showed high
reproducibility and were polymorphic. The ABI 310 genetic analyzer is able distinguish small
size differences between the bands seen on the gel. After, several runs on the ABI 310 genetic
analyzer, primer 816 was dropped from the study because the large number of fragments
produced unscorable on the ABI (see fig. 6). Even when the sample was diluted, the banding
pattern of the primer made distinguishing between stems very difficult. These factors caused this
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primer not to be used in the study. In contrast to primer 816, primers 873 and 841 showed clear
distinctions between peaks on the ABI 310 genetic analyzer (fig. 7 and fig. 8). The peaks were
easily scored and were very reproducible throughout the study. Primer 873 was used throughout
the study, while primer 841 was dropped due to time and financial constraints.
The 873 primer gave the best banding pattern, and was the easiest to score of the two
primers 873 and 841. The MAO primer CTCCTCCTCCTCRC used in Cruzan’s study was also
used in the analysis, but in this study a size range was used (1000 bp instead of 500 bp in the
Cruzan study) and different reaction mixture that appeared to be more reliable for this study was
used. The larger ladder was used due to stable bands outside the 500 bp ladder. The MAO
primer was also fluorescently tagged with Fam-6 on the 5’ end, and showed distinct peaks (fig.
9). Thus, the two primers used in this study were primer MAO that yielded 29 polymorphic loci
and primer 873 that yielded 26 polymorphic loci. A few samples were rerun on the ABI, and
PCR to make sure that scoring was consistent and that the same samples could be detected.
These tests indicated that the procedure was reproducible.
Genetic Diversity and Comparisons of AEDC and MACA during 2003
The hickory software produced several models for consideration. The full model, a
model with f =0 (assumes no inbreeding), a model with θв=0 (assumes no difference between
populations), and a free model (where sampler will not estimate f). Several parameters are given
by the hickory program for selecting models. Dbar is a measure of how well the model fits the
data. pD is the approximate number of parameters being estimated by the model. Deviance
Information Criteria also takes into account the parameter being estimated. The models with the
smaller Deviance Information Criteria are preferred (Holsinger and Lewis 2003).
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Based on the analysis of the MACA data the model with the lowest DIC value is the full
model (Table 3). The hs value from the full model was used for all MACA populations. There
is no evidence that the MACA population deviates from the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (1 unit
difference from full model versus f = 0), and strong evidence that there are genetic differences
among populations (338 units difference from full model versus θв).
Based on the analysis of AEDC the model with the lowest DIC value is the full model
(Table 4). The hs value from the full model was used for all AEDC populations. There is
evidence that the AEDC populations deviates from the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (8 units),
and strong evidence that there are genetic differences among populations exist (1461 units).
Overall, genetic diversity of the MACA and AEDC populations was high. The Shannon
Diversity Index at AEDC (0.4555) was lower than at MACA (0.5246) though not significantly
different due to the larger deviations around the Shannon index. The Hs value was higher at
MACA (0.3982 std. 0.0039) than at AEDC (0.3299 std. 0.038). The amount of genetic variation
attributed to the subpopulations was much lower at MACA (θв =0.0457 std. 0.0060) than at
AEDC (θв=0.1125 std. 0.0050), which means that more variation is found among subpopulations
at AEDC than at MACA. At both locations, this value still represents that more genetic variation
is found within populations than among the various populations.
The f value is high for both populations. The lowest value of inbreeding is at MACA
(0.9257 std. 0.0660) and is slightly higher inbreeding at AEDC (0.9663 std. 0.0331).
Based on the data a certain amount of information is revealed by θв and f. The data set
at AEDC contained a higher amount of information on the parameter f than MACA while
MACA contained a higher amount of information on the parameter θв. The information
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contained within the values is high (Table 5). The complete results of all models and for all
parameters in the Hickory program are in the appendix.
The gene flow between populations can be estimated using the Gst-B produced by the
Hickory program, and entered in the equation Nm=.5(1-Gst)/Gst. At MACA, the gene flow is
12.52 migrants per generation, and at AEDC the gene flow is 4.2125 migrates per generation
between the populations.
Population Size Study in 2003
295 samples of the 338 samples collected were included in the final analysis. At MACA,
a high amount of genetic diversity was seen (Table 6). Maple Springs had the highest Shannon
Diversity Index (0.5766) followed closely by Little Jordan (0.5247). The three classes of
populations did not show significant difference (F=5.943, P=0.063) between large, medium, and
small populations. However, small populations tended to have lower genetic diversity than large
populations (figure 10).
Recent Fire and Management Scheme Study in 2003
At AEDC, three hundred and twelve of the four hundred and fifty-eight samples collected
were analyzed. The level of genetic diversity was high at AEDC. The highest genetic diversity
was seen at the mowed population 150A (0.5345) and an unburned population 239 (0.5062). 382
a burned population and 165A a burned population both showed a high diversity index (0.4985
and 0.4982 respectively), see Table 7.
There are no significant differences (F=.082, p= 0.781) in burned versus unburned plots
base upon analysis of variance of arcsine transformed data from the Shannon Diversity Index.
Management, by burning, does not appear to affect the genetic diversity at AEDC.
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Seedling Genetic Diversity in 2004
Due to the low germination of seeds, only the Lincoln Trail seedlings were studied. Two
stems from Little Jordan were collected. This low number of plants, however, was not large
enough to obtain accurate information about genetic diversity. Survival from germination until
the seedlings were large enough to sample was high for Lincoln Trail (80%), and somewhat
lower for Little Jordan (20%). Twelve seedlings from Lincoln Trail were extracted, and
analyzed. The seedlings at Lincoln Trail had a higher Shannon index of diversity than the parent
population (Table 8)
Study after Burn Event in 2004
Wondering Woods sites 2 and 3 were burned in the spring of 2004; Wondering Woods
site 1 was not burned. Overall, genetic diversity did not change in populations that were burned
versus unburned (Table 9). All Wondering Woods sites had more stems present in 2004. The
number of stems doubled from 2003 to 2004 in WW3. Diversity slightly increased in WW1 and
WW3, but decreased in WW2. The expansion of the population at MACA appears to be by new
genetically distinct stems rather than simply by clonal expansion. If all growth had been though
clonal expansion then the genetic diversity would have dropped instead of increasing. The
increasing population size shows that these populations are thriving this year. The Shannon
Diversity Index is relatively unchanged, and this shows that the populations are maintaining high
genetic diversity.
At AEDC, population 44A and 382A were burned. An increase in the genetic diversity at
AEDC burned population is seen based on the Shannon Diversity Index (Table 10). 382A has a
higher percentage of polymorphism, and the mean Shannon Diversity Index is higher than the
previous year though overall not significant. This suggest that the diversity has increased
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slightly in the population, and this would be considered a positive response if the number of
stems in the population increased from 2003 to 2004. 44A had a considerable increase in genetic
diversity this year as measured by the Shannon Diversity Index. However, more of the alleles
became fixed in this population, as the percentage of polymorphic loci was lower.
Combining the results the populations at MACA and AEDC before and after burns, there
is not a significant increase (F = 0.611, P = 0.464) in genetic diversity from burning based on an
analysis of variance of the mean Shannon Diversity Index arcsine transformed data. The mean
Shannon Diversity Index of 2003 populations is 0.462 with a standard deviation of 0.057, and the
mean Shannon Diversity Index of 2004 populations after burns is 0.497 with a standard deviation
of 0.067.

Discussion and Conclusion

The first goal of this study was to determine whether the larger populations of Helianthus
eggertii have a higher genetic diversity within populations. Small populations have a lower
mean genetic diversity (0.456) than medium populations (0.551) or large populations (0.502)
though the relationship is not significant based on the analysis of variance (F=5.943, P=0.063).
The relationship is not linear, with medium populations tending to have higher genetic diversity
than large populations. The analysis of variance was run with the Shannon Diversity Index mean
considered as a point estimate, and not considering the standard deviation around that estimate,
so the actual variation around the values should be much higher.
A high amount of genetic diversity is seen in populations larger than fifty stems. This
suggests that the populations surveyed in this study are thriving as far as the genetic diversity
measures were concerned. One other factor that could account for the lower genetic diversity in
small populations is the sampling scheme. In the smaller populations, all stems were sampled,
whereas in larger populations samples were collected at least on meter apart. More genetically
similar stems would be located near the parent plant, even in the small populations where no
clones were found. However, the loss of association between population size and genetic
diversity has been seen in other species with a nonequilibrium population structure (Tero et al.
2003), and could account for what was seen in this study.
Also, Bonnin et al. (2002) found no relation of population size and genetic diversity in a
human managed habitat. They conclude that the populations may have experienced different
histories including bottlenecks and changing degree of connection to other populations. They
believed that the population genetic diversity may reflect different unknown histories of
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populations that might not be correlated with current population sizes. Due to the human activity
at Mammoth Cave National Park, and the management of this species such as transplantation,
fire, and changing landscapes the multiple histories and location of sites could account for the
lack of a difference in genetic diversity in relation to population size.
A high genetic diversity across all populations was seen with the Shannon Diversity
Index at Mammoth Cave National Park (0.5246). These results are consistent with a genetic
structure study of Helianthus occidentalis (Fore and Guttman 1999). Using allozymes they
detected a heterozygosity level of (0.39-0.43), and a very low number of clones were detected.
In this study, a very low number of clones were also detected. This could be due to the many
loci, or could mean that few clones extend more than the one-meter minimum used during
sampling. In addition, care was taken to obtain samples that did not appear to be from the same
genet, as to get a better estimate of genetic diversity in populations. Banding was very consistent
and reproducible which should limit the error caused by using many loci. The amount of
diversity present suggests that many of the populations are undergoing expansion mostly through
seedling establishment.
ISSR markers have shown a larger number of genets even in highly clonal species.
However, in long-lived clonal plants, the genetic diversity may be due to sexual reproduction, or
somatic mutations. ISSR markers should evolve at a faster evolutionary rate and may provide
higher estimates than other markers (Esselman et. al. 1999). The similar result of the allozyme
study with H. occidentalis (Fore and Guttman 1999) suggests that the small number of genets
found could be linked more with sexual reproduction or sampling strategy, than with somatic
mutations. Studies have indicated that clonal plants can maintain a high genetic diversity (Li and
Ge 2001), which is consistent with the results that were found with this study. Cruzan’s study of
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clonal structure of Helianthus eggertii in 2001 showed that the majority of genets are represented
by a single stem, and that the average number of genets is two to three times lower than the
number of stems. Based on prior knowledge the sampling strategy employed in this study most
of the samples collected would be expected to be distinct genets, and this study has confirmed
this prediction.
The second goal of this study was to determine whether fire and management strategy
increases the genetic diversity of populations. The population at AEDC with the highest genetic
diversity was mowed. This management strategy may be the best way to keep genetic diversity
high and decrease competition from later successional species. However, the mowing should be
completed during the dormant period of the plant, or before May, when the plants have not
grown overly tall.
There was no difference in genetic diversity based on fire management scheme based on
analysis of variance. One limitation could be the different number of samples analyzed, with the
small number of samples analyzed equaling a lower amount of genetic diversity. However, this
was not supported by a post hoc linear regression run using SYSTAT 10.2. The multiple squared
R equaled 0.028, which showed no relationship between number of samples analyzed and
genetic diversity.
Statistically, there is no difference between the 2003 and 2004 populations (F=0.611, P =
0.464) after burn events. However, there are slight increases in genetic diversity within the
populations. These differences are based only one on year of study, and the changes over a
period of several years might show a significant effect of fire in these populations. In
Wondering Woods 3, the genetic diversity after a fire event increased only slightly, while in the
larger population Wondering Woods 2 genetic diversity actually decreased. In the population
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(Wondering Woods 1), that was not burned, genetic diversity increased. The opening of habitat
for seedling establishment could cause the increase in diversity in a small population. In larger
more established populations, the opening of habitat could be taken by existing stems through
clonal growth. Burning has been suggested to stimulate vegetative resprouting and to increase
the number of stems with the same genotype (Fore and Guttman 1999).
Another factor that could lead to the genetic diversity increase in small populations while
a decrease in large populations is new genetically unique seedlings will make a larger difference
in small populations. However, at AEDC this was not supported by the genetic diversity
increasing in a very large burned population (382A and 44A). Other abiotic or biotic factors,
than fire, may be contributing to the increase of the population, such as more rainfall. Fire does
not appear to affect the genetic diversity, and thus is a viable management strategy for this
species.
The third goal of this study was to determine whether sexually derived progeny of
Helianthus eggertii have greater genetic diversity than mixed reproduction in parent populations
assuming some degree of clonal reproduction. These results were not as strong due to a low
germination rate.
However, this is a result of using all seeds collected not just filled seeds, and many of the
seeds showed insect damage. One other factor that may have played a role in the low
germination rate is a malfunction of the growth chamber. The chamber dropped to 0 ºC for
approximately twelve hours. In addition, the seeds had to be transferred to another growth
chamber due to the temporary malfunction.
The genetic diversity appears to be higher in the seedlings than in the natural population
at Lincoln Trail. This suggests that seedling recruitment in H. eggertii can increase the genetic
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diversity of a population. In the Lincoln Trail population, the parental diversity is almost as high
as the seedlings, which suggests that growth of the population from new stems is the major
avenue of expansion. However, this result is based on only one population and a very limited
number of seedlings.
The large deviation around the Shannon index of allelic diversity confounds many of the
results obtained. Differences in the level of genetic diversity appear to be occurring, but the
index values overlap due to the large deviation, and changes in genetic diversity are very slight
from one year to the next. However, the hs values from Hickory analysis in 2003 show parallel
results, which lends strength to the conclusion that neither population size nor burning has an
effect on genetic diversity in the time scale that this study was completed. A study that
encompasses a longer period might answer these questions more completely.
When comparing MACA and AEDC, special facts must be taken into consideration.
MACA had distinctly smaller populations than at AEDC, and there were larger distances
between some populations at AEDC than at MACA. The migration rate of 25 individuals per
generation at MACA suggests that these populations may just be subpopulations. The migration
rate of four individuals per generation at AEDC suggests there is sufficient migration to counteract drift. The genetic diversity among populations at MACA is 4%, and AEDC is 11% with
most of the diversity being within populations. Conserving just a few populations would likely
conserve most of the genetic diversity in H. eggertii.
One important aspect is that the genetic diversity was not affected by transplantation
from the original Chaumont population. In 2001 and 2002, all the rhizomes and roots that could
be located were dug up at Chaumont and transplanted to the Old Job Corp and Great Onyx.
Population size at Chaumont doubled in the subsequent years after being dug up (Hewitt
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unpublished data). Though the survival of transplants was low, and plant growth in the first year
was limited, genetic diversity of the Chaumont population was retained in the transplant
populations. The Great Onyx population actually had a higher mean average for the hs value and
Shannon Diversity Index than the Chaumont population. The Chaumont population was
extirpated in 2004 for roadway maintenance.
There are some assumptions that were used in calculating hs measurements. The
program assumes diploid inheritance of the bands. However, chances are that many of the
polymorphic bands would have different size variants on different chromosomes, but this would
be difficult to distinguish. The problem with sampling from the same genet should not affect the
point estimate of hs, but it will cause the reported credible interval to be smaller, than if all the
genets sampled were different (K. Holsinger, personal communication). Data on percent
polymorphic loci may be skewed towards higher values because primers were selected based on
polymorphisms among four related individuals.
Population size and management strategy do not appear to have a significant effect on the
genetic diversity as measured with hs and the Shannon diversity index. However, larger
populations significantly produce more fruiting heads (F = 7.160, P = 0.04), and the number of
fruiting heads is positively correlated with germination rate. Seedling populations contain higher
genetic diversity than parental population (0.5170 versus 0.4181), though not significantly, and
could be a potential source for increasing genetic diversity in a population. A high genetic
diversity was found at both MACA and AEDC, and no detrimental effects in genetic diversity
were seen with any of the management schemes being used.
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Table 1. Shows the sites, location, and special notes about each site in 2003. Coordinates are in
Latitude and Longitude (degree decimal).
Location

AEDC

Population

Site

NORTH

WEST

NOTES

37A

Individuals
Sampled
50

37
44A

35.40211

086.05525

burned in 2001

44A

50

35.38850

086.09029

burned in 2001

44B

44B

50

35.38695

086.09221

large site

61

61A

20

35.35562

086.13378

small site

61B

30

35.35484

086.12936

very large robust site

150

150A

50

35.38130

086.08807

mowed

165

165A

31

35.39459

086.07147

burned in 2000

173

173B

36

35.35258

086.1382

burned in 1997/trees harvested in 2002

239

239A

50

35.33239

086.12151

overgrown power line right of way

259

259A

41

35.38840

086.07005

small site

382

382A

50

35.40306

086.08250

burned in 2001

C

LT

50

37.12883

086.06452

will be destroyed by road construction

0

37.25409

086.15375

very small site

Lincoln Trail 2

40

37.25253

086.15375

very large plants/one plant over six foot tall

Lincoln Trail 3

0

37.25151

086.15314

small site near trail side

Lincoln Trail 4

10

37.25184

086.15347

near small wet weather creek

50

37.21836

086.07313

transplant site from Chaumont

LJ

GREAT ONYX
MEADOW
LITTLE JORDAN

50

37.24356

086.06860

natural roadside population/large occurrence

MS

MAPLE SPRINGS

40

37.21808

086.13215

OJCS

OLD JOB CORP SITE 1 10

37.20538

086.05775

small natural roadside population along ditch
line
transplant site from Chaumont

OLD JOB CORP SITE 2 10

37.20544

086.58590

transplant site from Chaumont

OLD JOB CORP SITE 3 10

37.20514

086.05896

transplant site from Chaumont

GO

MACA

CHAUMONT
Lincoln Trail 1

WW

OLD JOB CORP SITE 4 10

37.20535

086.60000

transplant site from Chaumont

WW1

20

37.13219

086.05914

heavy shade

WW2

20

37.12939

086.06312

roadside population

WW3

18

37.13173

086.05872

very small site, wet with mosses

total
individuals
796
total leaves
1592
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Table 2. Populations seed collection and germination 2003.
Population
2003

Seed Heads

Total

Seeds per

Seed

Germination

Collected

seeds

seed head Germination Rate

Lincoln Trail

50

226

4.52

15

6.64%

Maple Springs

2

12

6.5

0

0%

Chaumont

20

168

8.4

1

0.59%

Little Jordan

29

140

4.82

8

5.71%

Wondering Woods

30

49

1.63

0

0%
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Table 3. Deviance Information Criteria statistics for four models applied to the dominant marker
data set Mammoth Cave National Park from 2003.
Model
Dbar
Dhat
pD
DIC
Full
f=0
θB = 0
f = Free

1404.7084
1403.4576
1890.2581
1448.1570

1201.8097
1198.1408
1834.9607
1197.3573

202.8987
205.3168
55.2974
250.3168

1607.6070
1608.7745
1945.5555
1698.9567

Table 4. Deviance Information Criteria statistics for four models applied to the dominant marker
data set from Arnold Engineering and Development Center from 2003.
Model
Dbar
Dhat
pD
DIC
Full
f=0
θB = 0
f = Free

2395.03
2397.09
4210.84
2442.26

1984.262
1980.536
4155.415
1992.586

410.76880
416.55000
55.42650
449.67870

2805.800
2813.636
4266.268
2891.944

Table 5. Information provided by the data [IE(x)] for each parameter in the full model when
applied to Mammoth Cave National Park and Arnold Engineering and Development Center
(AEDC) data from Helianthus eggertii population in 2003. The greater the value of IE, the more
information about the parameter provided by the data Dataset Parameter.
Data Set
Parameter
IE(φ)
MACA

AEDC

f

1.608

θВ

3.698

f

2.389

θВ

3.385
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Table 6. Mammoth Cave National Park Genetic Diversity. Population, Sample Size, Pp
(Percent of polymorphic loci), I* (Shannon Diversity Index), and hs (average panmictic
heterozygosity), Standard Deviation in parenthesis.
Population
Sample Pp
I*
hs
Population
Size

Size

Chaumont

44

100 0.4995 (0.1539)

0.3903 (0.0068)

large

Great Onyx

26 98.21 0.5247 (0.1418)

0.3913 (0.0077)

medium

Lincoln Trail

50

100 0.4811 (0.1502)

0.3826 (0.0068)

large

Little Jordan

38

100 0.5255 (0.1288)

0.4060 (0.0066)

large

Maple Springs

40

100 0.5766 (0.1341)

0.4153 (0.0061)

medium

Old Job Corp

40

100 0.4362 (0.1298)

0.3825 (0.0084)

small

Wondering
Woods

57

100 0.4748 (0.1454)

0.3876 (0.0075)

small
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Table 7. Arnold Engineering and Development Center Genetic Diversity. Population, Sample
Size, Pp (Percent polymorphic loci), I* (Shannon Diversity Index), and hs (average panmictic
heterozygosity). Standard deviation listed in parenthesis.
Population Sample

Pp

I*

hs

Burned

Size
37

21

91.70

0.3313 (0.2159)

0.2549 (0.0188)

Burned

44A

32

98.21

0.3794 (0.1695)

0.2828 (0.0236)

Burned

44B

32

98.21

0.4601 (0.1597)

0.3264 (0.0160)

No record

61

49

96.43

0.3247 (0.2035)

0.2388 (0.0180)

No record

150A

31 100.00

0.5345 (0.1250)

0.3708 (0.0145)

Mowed

165

31 100.00

0.4982 (0.1605)

0.3447 (0.0138)

Burned

173

34

89.29

0.2843 (0.2157)

0.2175 (0.0175)

Burned

239

36 100.00

0.5062 (0.1389)

0.3617 (0.0193)

No record

259

16

82.14

0.2734 (0.2089)

0.2465 (0.0229)

No record

382

30

10.00

0.4985 (0.1419)

0.3471 (0.0154)

Burned
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Table 8. Lincoln Trail 2003 population versus Seedling Percent Polymorphic Loci (Pp) Shannon
Diversity Index (I*), Standard Deviation shown in parenthesis.
Lincoln Trail

2003 Population

Seedling

Pp

Pp

I*
100.00

I*

0.4811 92.86

0.5170

(0.1502)

(0.2065)

Table 9. Genetic Diversity before and after burn event at Wondering Woods sites at MACA. Pp
(Percent Polymorphism) and I* (Shannon Diversity Index). Standard deviations are listed in
parenthesis.
SITE
2003
2004
Burned/Unburned
Pp
I*
Pp
I*
WW1
92.86 0.3415 (0.1885)
96.43 0.4512 (0.1682) Unburned
WW2

94.64 0.4686 (0.1815)

96.43 0.4018 (0.2072) Burned

WW3

98.21 0.4996 (0.1833)

94.64 0.5027 (0.1901) Burned

Table 10. Genetic Diversity before and after burn event at Arnold Engineering and Development
Center. Pp (Percent Polymorphisms) and I* (Shannon Diversity Index). Standard deviations
indicated by parenthesis.
SITE

2003
Pp

I*

2004
Pp

Burned/Unburned
I*

44A

98.21 0.3794 (0.1695)

94.64 0.5502 (0.1669)

Burned

382

94.64 0.5001 (0.1779)

96.43 0.5352 (0.1496)

Burned
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Figure 1. A population of Helianthus eggertii in Mammoth Cave National Park.
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Historic Burns
Planned Burns
H. eggertii populations
Sampling Sites

Figure 2. Shows the sample sites, burn history, and burning plans at Mammoth Cave National
Park
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382
37A
165A
44A

259

44B

150A
61

173

239

Figure 3. Arnold Engineering and Development Center sampling sites indicated by black
polygons.
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Figure 4. DNA extractions from Chaumont population using CTAB procedure in lanes 3-14. A
1 kb ladder is in lane 2 and 15.
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873

873

873

873

816

816

816

816

100bp

C3

C4

WW1-1

LJ-13

C3

C4

WW1-1

LJ-13

ladder

Figure 5. Lanes 1-4 two Chaumont (C) samples, a sample from Wondering Woods site 1
(WW1), and a sample from Little Jordan (LJ) with primer 873. Lanes 5-8 the same sample with
primer 816. Lane 16 is a 100bp ladder for determining the size of fragments.
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Figure 6. Chaumont sample (blue) with primer 816 electropherogram from ABI 310 Genetic
Analyzer. Bioventures Rox1000bp molecular marker in red. Distinctions between peaks are not
clear.
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Figure 7. Chaumont sample (blue) using primer 873 electropherogram on ABI 310 Genetic
Analyzer, and Rox1000 molecular marker red.

Figure 8. Chaumont sample (blue) using primer 841 electropherogram on ABI 310 Genetic
Analyzer, and Rox1000 molecular marker red.
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Figure 9. Chaumont sample (blue) using primer MAO electropherogram on ABI 310 Genetic
Analyzer, and Rox1000 molecular marker red.
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Figure 10. Analysis of variance of arcsine transformed data of the Shannon Diversity Index
versus population size was not significant (F=5.943, P=0.063).

Shannon Diversity Index
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large
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Population Size
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Appendix I
Hickory Program Output
of the four models.
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Hickory Run for Mammoth Cave National Park Populations
Hickory 1.0
(c) 2003 Kent E. Holsinger & Paul O. Lewis
Saturday, 24 July 2004 12:12:03 CDT
Hickory comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details
see the file WARRANTY. This is free software, and you
are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;
see the file COPYING for details.
Reading "ALLELES" block...
Finished with "ALLELES" block.
Reading "HICKORY" block...
set estimatePi reportPi;
set reportFrequencies;
Finished with "HICKORY" block.
Dominant marker data
Summary of data now stored in memory
Number of loci: 56
Number of polymorphic loci: 56
Number of populations: 5
Data from file "C:\Documents and Settings\Larry
Starnes\Desktop\HickoryData\nexusmaca2.nex" read and stored.
Sample characteristics:
Population Locus 1 Locus 2 Locus 3 Locus 4 Locus 5 Locus 6 Locus 7
---------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------Pop 1 32/50 23/50 2/50 36/50 18/50 12/50 10/50
Pop 2 21/40 24/40 10/40 31/40 31/40 9/40 9/40
Pop 3 32/44 23/44 15/44 25/44 18/44 9/44 12/44
Pop 4 21/38 19/38 8/38 15/38 24/38 12/38 9/38
Pop 5 40/57 31/57 16/57 44/57 25/57 15/57 17/57
Population Locus 8 Locus 9 Locus 10 Locus 11 Locus 12 Locus 13 Locus 14
---------- ------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 10/50 14/50 17/50 23/50
8/50
8/50 26/50
Pop 2 11/40 21/40 20/40 23/40 14/40 12/40 29/40

51
Pop 3 12/44 12/44
Pop 4 14/38 15/38
Pop 5 11/57 17/57

15/44
21/38
24/57

15/44
20/38
22/57

16/44
10/38
6/57

6/44 25/44
11/38 30/38
8/57 36/57

Population Locus 15 Locus 16 Locus 17 Locus 18 Locus 19 Locus 20
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 23/50 13/50 17/50 11/50
7/50 17/50
Pop 2 27/40
8/40 12/40 27/40 13/40 12/40
Pop 3 20/44 13/44 13/44
8/44
8/44 13/44
Pop 4 26/38 12/38 8/38 23/38
8/38 18/38
Pop 5 35/57 20/57 12/57 12/57
9/57 20/57
Population Locus 21 Locus 22 Locus 23 Locus 24 Locus 25 Locus 26
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1
5/50 12/50 13/50 14/50
8/50
8/50
Pop 2
5/40
9/40 19/40 17/40 23/40 22/40
Pop 3
7/44
9/44 7/44
6/44 18/44 17/44
Pop 4
7/38 11/38
5/38
6/38 15/38 20/38
Pop 5 12/57 18/57 14/57
8/57 18/57 14/57
Population Locus 27 Locus 28 Locus 29 Locus 30 Locus 31 Locus 32
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 11/50 10/50 8/50 47/50 34/50
6/50
Pop 2 15/40
3/40 20/40 33/40 33/40
7/40
Pop 3 14/44
8/44 10/44 29/44 35/44
5/44
Pop 4 15/38 11/38 6/38 30/38 36/38
8/38
Pop 5 13/57
4/57
5/57 53/57 47/57
7/57
Population Locus 33 Locus 34 Locus 35 Locus 36 Locus 37 Locus 38
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 45/50 32/50 14/50 26/50 37/50 33/50
Pop 2 26/40 25/40 23/40 16/40 14/40 33/40
Pop 3 22/44 33/44 10/44 19/44 25/44 29/44
Pop 4 19/38 27/38 13/38 18/38 25/38 24/38
Pop 5 47/57 26/57 14/57 25/57 19/57 34/57
Population Locus 39 Locus 40 Locus 41 Locus 42 Locus 43 Locus 44
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 37/50 46/50 38/50 19/50 13/50 15/50
Pop 2 30/40 35/40 33/40 22/40 27/40 31/40
Pop 3 37/44 40/44 34/44 19/44 26/44 21/44
Pop 4 32/38 34/38 34/38 22/38
6/38 11/38
Pop 5 37/57 46/57 45/57 18/57 18/57 24/57
Population Locus 45 Locus 46 Locus 47 Locus 48 Locus 49 Locus 50
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
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Pop 1
Pop 2
Pop 3
Pop 4
Pop 5

18/50
32/40
29/44
15/38
23/57

27/50
32/40
37/44
25/38
28/57

27/50
28/40
33/44
25/38
24/57

19/50
24/40
19/44
15/38
21/57

35/50
29/40
29/44
19/38
31/57

14/50
15/40
12/44
15/38
9/57

Population Locus 51 Locus 52 Locus 53 Locus 54 Locus 55 Locus 56
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 21/50 20/50 13/50 29/50 18/50 22/50
Pop 2 22/40 23/40 21/40 30/40 21/40 27/40
Pop 3 25/44 15/44 5/44 29/44
6/44
5/44
Pop 4 14/38 17/38 8/38 20/38 11/38 17/38
Pop 5 17/57 14/57 18/57 22/57 11/57 20/57
Sampler characteristics:
Setting Value
---------- ------nBurnin 50000
nSample 250000
thin
50
alphaF 1.00
betaF 1.00
alphaTheta 1.00
betaTheta 1.00
alphaPi 1.00
betaPi 1.00
Starting full model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------f 0.9257 0.0660 0.7566 0.9438 0.9981
24.01%
Theta-B 0.0457 0.0060 0.0347 0.0454 0.0586
12.22%
hs[1] 0.3862 0.0074 0.3705 0.3866 0.3996
hs[2] 0.4167 0.0057 0.4053 0.4167 0.4276
hs[3] 0.3934 0.0070 0.3792 0.3935 0.4068
hs[4] 0.4071 0.0067 0.3937 0.4073 0.4200
hs[5] 0.3876 0.0075 0.3716 0.3880 0.4009
Hs 0.3982 0.0044 0.3885 0.3986 0.4058
Ht 0.4141 0.0046 0.4039 0.4147 0.4217
Gst-B 0.0384 0.0039 0.0312 0.0383 0.0465
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 1404.7084
Dhat 1201.8097
pD 202.8987
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DIC 1607.6070
Parameters for f
alpha: 13.70621
beta: 1.100523
Ie: 1.608471
H-d: 0.001882
Parameters for theta
alpha: 54.995297
beta: 1147.181986
Ie: 3.698426
H-d: 0.000372
Analysis started: Sat Jul 24 12:12:52 2004
Analysis finished: Sat Jul 24 12:42:20 2004
Elapsed time:
00:29:28
Starting f=0 model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Theta-B 0.0293 0.0039 0.0222 0.0291 0.0373
9.65%
hs[1] 0.3230 0.0051 0.3128 0.3231 0.3328
hs[2] 0.3816 0.0050 0.3717 0.3817 0.3914
hs[3] 0.3345 0.0053 0.3244 0.3345 0.3448
hs[4] 0.3490 0.0056 0.3379 0.3491 0.3601
hs[5] 0.3173 0.0051 0.3075 0.3173 0.3274
Hs 0.3411 0.0026 0.3359 0.3411 0.3463
Ht 0.3497 0.0027 0.3444 0.3497 0.3550
Gst-B 0.0247 0.0026 0.0198 0.0246 0.0298
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 1403.4576
Dhat 1198.1408
pD 205.3168
DIC 1608.7745
Parameters for theta
alpha: 55.328182
beta: 1833.35078
Ie: 4.138712
H-d: 0.000274
Analysis started: Sat Jul 24 12:42:20 2004
Analysis finished: Sat Jul 24 13:06:33 2004
Elapsed time:
00:24:13
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Starting theta=0 model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------f 0.9198 0.0696 0.7365 0.9377 0.9972
23.41%
hs[1] 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
hs[2] 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
hs[3] 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
hs[4] 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
hs[5] 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
Hs 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
Ht 0.4113 0.0050 0.3996 0.4119 0.4193
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 1890.2581
Dhat 1834.9607
pD 55.2974
DIC 1945.5555
Parameters for f
alpha: 13.108122
beta: 1.143347
Ie: 1.536787
H-d: 0.001578
Analysis started: Sat Jul 24 13:06:33 2004
Analysis finished: Sat Jul 24 13:17:33 2004
Elapsed time:
00:11:00
Starting f free model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------f 0.5039 0.2870 0.0272 0.5088 0.9744
73.39%
Theta-B 0.0441 0.0080 0.0296 0.0436 0.0610
12.79%
hs[1] 0.3567 0.0188 0.3234 0.3567 0.3902
hs[2] 0.4064 0.0106 0.3842 0.4076 0.4243
hs[3] 0.3672 0.0173 0.3355 0.3676 0.3981
hs[4] 0.3825 0.0170 0.3502 0.3836 0.4116
hs[5] 0.3541 0.0206 0.3181 0.3543 0.3903
Hs 0.3734 0.0159 0.3441 0.3741 0.3998
Ht 0.3874 0.0177 0.3544 0.3887 0.4160
Gst-B 0.0361 0.0053 0.0259 0.0361 0.0463
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 1448.1570
Dhat 1197.3573
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pD 250.7997
DIC 1698.9567
Parameters for f
alpha: 1.025933
beta: 1.010085
Ie: 0.00021
H-d: 0.001563
Parameters for theta
alpha: 29.355329
beta: 636.009737
Ie: 3.424945
H-d: 0.000569
Analysis started: Sat Jul 24 13:17:33 2004
Analysis finished: Sat Jul 24 13:43:19 2004
Elapsed time:
00:25:46

Hickory run from Arnold’s Engineering and Development Center
Hickory 1.0
(c) 2003 Kent E. Holsinger & Paul O. Lewis
Wednesday, 14 July 2004 22:47:53 CDT
Hickory comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details
see the file WARRANTY. This is free software, and you
are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;
see the file COPYING for details.
Reading "ALLELES" block...
Finished with "ALLELES" block.
Reading "HICKORY" block...
set estimatePi reportPi;
set reportFrequencies;
Finished with "HICKORY" block.
Dominant marker data
Summary of data now stored in memory
Number of loci: 56
Number of polymorphic loci: 56

56
Number of populations: 10
Data from file "C:\Documents and Settings\Larry Starnes\Desktop\nexusaedc.nex"
read and stored.
Sample characteristics:
Population Locus 1 Locus 2 Locus 3 Locus 4 Locus 5 Locus 6 Locus 7
---------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------Pop 1 6/21 15/21 6/21 10/21 9/21 5/21 2/21
Pop 2 20/32 25/32 2/32 9/32 5/32 3/32 4/32
Pop 3 24/32 13/32 6/32 20/32 11/32 4/32 12/32
Pop 4 48/49 25/49 12/49 20/49 7/49 8/49 5/49
Pop 5 23/31 19/31 9/31 23/31 15/31 8/31 11/31
Pop 6 13/31 17/31 17/31 21/31 23/31 11/31 7/31
Pop 7 21/34 15/34 4/34 17/34 4/34 0/34 1/34
Pop 8 8/36 29/36 9/36 23/36 16/36 13/36 9/36
Pop 9 10/16 10/16 0/16 2/16 6/16 2/16 1/16
Pop 10 25/30 20/30 9/30 19/30 9/30 7/30 7/30
Population Locus 8 Locus 9 Locus 10 Locus 11 Locus 12 Locus 13 Locus 14
---------- ------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 1/21 4/21 1/21
5/21
1/21
1/21 11/21
Pop 2 5/32 4/32 6/32
8/32
6/32
2/32 14/32
Pop 3 6/32 2/32 8/32
9/32
7/32
4/32 18/32
Pop 4 3/49 5/49 6/49 10/49
5/49 3/49 16/49
Pop 5 9/31 9/31 6/31 16/31
9/31 4/31 27/31
Pop 6 9/31 11/31
5/31 19/31
8/31
6/31 24/31
Pop 7 2/34 3/34 2/34
3/34
2/34
2/34
8/34
Pop 8 10/36 8/36 11/36 18/36
9/36
4/36 24/36
Pop 9 2/16 1/16 3/16
0/16
3/16
0/16
3/16
Pop 10 7/30 11/30 5/30 16/30
7/30
6/30 23/30
Population Locus 15 Locus 16 Locus 17 Locus 18 Locus 19 Locus 20
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 10/21
1/21
2/21 2/21
4/21
4/21
Pop 2 14/32
5/32
5/32 3/32
6/32
1/32
Pop 3 20/32
6/32 11/32
6/32
8/32
6/32
Pop 4 17/49
4/49
5/49 4/49
2/49
4/49
Pop 5 28/31 10/31 10/31
8/31
8/31 14/31
Pop 6 24/31 18/31 19/31 18/31
9/31
9/31
Pop 7
9/34
0/34 6/34
3/34
0/34
4/34
Pop 8 24/36 10/36 19/36
7/36 10/36 13/36
Pop 9
3/16
2/16 3/16
0/16
2/16
8/16
Pop 10 23/30
5/30 12/30
9/30
9/30 12/30
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Population Locus 21 Locus 22 Locus 23 Locus 24 Locus 25 Locus 26
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1
2/21
0/21 2/21
2/21
7/21
7/21
Pop 2
3/32
4/32 3/32
0/32
7/32
5/32
Pop 3
5/32
5/32 10/32
5/32
7/32
7/32
Pop 4
1/49
3/49 2/49
0/49
7/49
5/49
Pop 5
9/31 11/31
7/31
7/31 17/31 17/31
Pop 6
4/31
6/31 7/31
2/31 19/31 17/31
Pop 7
0/34
1/34 1/34
0/34
7/34
6/34
Pop 8
6/36
8/36 11/36 5/36 20/36 19/36
Pop 9
2/16
1/16 1/16
1/16
1/16
0/16
Pop 10
3/30
4/30
4/30 6/30 19/30 17/30
Population Locus 27 Locus 28 Locus 29 Locus 30 Locus 31 Locus 32
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1
2/21
3/21 0/21 12/21 20/21
0/21
Pop 2
7/32
3/32 1/32 30/32 18/32
6/32
Pop 3
6/32
4/32 10/32 29/32 22/32 17/32
Pop 4
1/49
0/49 1/49 41/49 33/49 18/49
Pop 5 10/31 20/31 15/31 27/31 24/31
9/31
Pop 6 10/31
9/31 16/31 26/31 30/31 16/31
Pop 7
2/34
1/34 2/34 31/34 22/34
7/34
Pop 8
8/36 15/36 18/36 22/36 33/36 13/36
Pop 9
0/16
0/16 1/16 10/16
6/16
1/16
Pop 10
5/30
9/30 11/30 29/30 24/30
6/30
Population Locus 33 Locus 34 Locus 35 Locus 36 Locus 37 Locus 38
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1
5/21 17/21
5/21 10/21
5/21
8/21
Pop 2 24/32 12/32 6/32 12/32 11/32 10/32
Pop 3 27/32 22/32 17/32 30/32 26/32 29/32
Pop 4 33/49 21/49 15/49 23/49 20/49 27/49
Pop 5 26/31 22/31 12/31 18/31 13/31 23/31
Pop 6
8/31 30/31 13/31 23/31 24/31 24/31
Pop 7 29/34 13/34 6/34 11/34 11/34 16/34
Pop 8 13/36 33/36 12/36 18/36 22/36 25/36
Pop 9
6/16 16/16
0/16
1/16 10/16
1/16
Pop 10 29/30 12/30 13/30 22/30 11/30 17/30
Population Locus 39 Locus 40 Locus 41 Locus 42 Locus 43 Locus 44
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1 16/21 18/21 18/21
2/21
2/21
4/21
Pop 2 16/32 24/32 15/32
8/32
6/32
5/32
Pop 3 30/32 32/32 31/32 17/32 10/32 11/32
Pop 4 37/49 39/49 33/49 10/49
5/49 10/49
Pop 5 23/31 30/31 27/31 13/31
7/31
9/31
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Pop 6
Pop 7
Pop 8
Pop 9
Pop 10

28/31
23/34
27/36
6/16
25/30

30/31 30/31 11/31 10/31
6/31
31/34 27/34
8/34
4/34 11/34
28/36 27/36 16/36 12/36 11/36
7/16 9/16
3/16
8/16
0/16
28/30 26/30 12/30
7/30 10/30

Population Locus 45 Locus 46 Locus 47 Locus 48 Locus 49 Locus 50
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1
4/21 11/21 12/21
1/21
5/21
1/21
Pop 2
8/32 15/32 11/32 12/32
9/32
6/32
Pop 3 11/32 16/32 15/32
9/32 20/32
9/32
Pop 4
7/49 21/49 12/49
6/49 12/49
8/49
Pop 5 21/31 24/31 21/31
8/31 15/31
6/31
Pop 6 11/31 16/31 16/31 12/31 14/31
1/31
Pop 7
7/34 10/34 11/34
1/34
4/34
1/34
Pop 8 13/36 20/36 19/36 18/36 18/36 12/36
Pop 9
2/16
4/16 1/16
5/16
4/16
1/16
Pop 10 17/30 23/30 22/30 14/30 15/30
5/30
Population Locus 51 Locus 52 Locus 53 Locus 54 Locus 55 Locus 56
---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------Pop 1
1/21
0/21 1/21
5/21
0/21
1/21
Pop 2
9/32
5/32 8/32 11/32 14/32 10/32
Pop 3 14/32
8/32
8/32 6/32 18/32
7/32
Pop 4
2/49
5/49 4/49
5/49
4/49
8/49
Pop 5
8/31 13/31 11/31 21/31
7/31 15/31
Pop 6
6/31
3/31 3/31 11/31
4/31
6/31
Pop 7
3/34
1/34 1/34
3/34
0/34
2/34
Pop 8
6/36
2/36 6/36 14/36 12/36 12/36
Pop 9
3/16
1/16 4/16
2/16
1/16
4/16
Pop 10 11/30 11/30
7/30 15/30
8/30
7/30
Sampler characteristics:
Setting Value
---------- ------nBurnin 50000
nSample 250000
thin
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alphaF 1.00
betaF 1.00
alphaTheta 1.00
betaTheta 1.00
alphaPi 1.00
betaPi 1.00
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Starting full model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------f 0.9663 0.0331 0.8743 0.9761 0.9990
25.18%
Theta-B 0.1145 0.0082 0.0995 0.1142 0.1314
12.65%
hs[ 1] 0.2884 0.0102 0.2683 0.2885 0.3087
hs[ 2] 0.3263 0.0089 0.3084 0.3266 0.3434
hs[ 3] 0.3521 0.0085 0.3355 0.3523 0.3687
hs[ 4] 0.2726 0.0077 0.2571 0.2726 0.2878
hs[ 5] 0.3911 0.0077 0.3757 0.3911 0.4058
hs[ 6] 0.3647 0.0078 0.3493 0.3646 0.3800
hs[ 7] 0.2504 0.0089 0.2332 0.2505 0.2680
hs[ 8] 0.3936 0.0071 0.3792 0.3937 0.4071
hs[ 9] 0.2890 0.0117 0.2661 0.2892 0.3117
hs[10] 0.3705 0.0082 0.3543 0.3706 0.3864
Hs 0.3299 0.0038 0.3218 0.3301 0.3367
Ht 0.3690 0.0040 0.3601 0.3694 0.3759
Gst-B 0.1061 0.0050 0.0965 0.1061 0.1160
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 2395.0311
Dhat 1984.2624
pD 410.7688
DIC 2805.7999
Parameters for f
alpha: 27.759176
beta: 0.9691
Ie: 2.389656
H-d: 0.003576
Parameters for theta
alpha: 172.120834
beta: 1330.899884
Ie: 3.384641
H-d: 0.000353
Analysis started: Wed Jul 14 22:48:21 2004
Analysis finished: Wed Jul 14 23:49:55 2004
Elapsed time:
01:01:34
Starting f=0 model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Theta-B 0.0741 0.0058 0.0633 0.0739 0.0861
10.42%
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hs[ 1] 0.2271 0.0075 0.2121 0.2272 0.2420
hs[ 2] 0.2439 0.0066 0.2309 0.2438 0.2568
hs[ 3] 0.3019 0.0068 0.2887 0.3019 0.3149
hs[ 4] 0.2110 0.0052 0.2007 0.2110 0.2213
hs[ 5] 0.3446 0.0067 0.3315 0.3446 0.3578
hs[ 6] 0.3222 0.0066 0.3095 0.3223 0.3351
hs[ 7] 0.1932 0.0060 0.1813 0.1932 0.2049
hs[ 8] 0.3254 0.0062 0.3131 0.3254 0.3377
hs[ 9] 0.2125 0.0086 0.1953 0.2126 0.2292
hs[10] 0.3209 0.0068 0.3077 0.3209 0.3337
Hs 0.2703 0.0023 0.2658 0.2703 0.2749
Ht 0.2909 0.0024 0.2864 0.2909 0.2956
Gst-B 0.0710 0.0039 0.0636 0.0709 0.0787
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 2397.0855
Dhat 1980.5355
pD 416.5500
DIC 2813.6355
Parameters for theta
alpha: 150.073413
beta: 1874.851571
Ie: 3.72928
H-d: 0.00034
Analysis started: Wed Jul 14 23:49:55 2004
Analysis finished: Thu Jul 15 00:42:51 2004
Elapsed time:
00:52:56
Starting theta=0 model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------f 0.9475 0.0483 0.8246 0.9616 0.9985
23.64%
hs[ 1] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 2] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 3] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 4] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 5] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 6] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 7] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 8] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[ 9] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
hs[10] 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
Hs 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
Ht 0.3654 0.0053 0.3530 0.3660 0.3737
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--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 4210.8419
Dhat 4155.4154
pD 55.4265
DIC 4266.2684
Parameters for f
alpha: 19.275249
beta: 1.06776
Ie: 1.951629
H-d: 0.002216
Analysis started: Thu Jul 15 00:42:51 2004
Analysis finished: Thu Jul 15 01:00:41 2004
Elapsed time:
00:17:50
Starting f free model run...
Parameter
Mean
s.d 2.5% 50.0% 97.5% Acceptance
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------f 0.4927 0.2875 0.0252 0.4866 0.9711
73.61%
Theta-B 0.1008 0.0122 0.0771 0.1011 0.1239
12.84%
hs[ 1] 0.2549 0.0188 0.2220 0.2540 0.2929
hs[ 2] 0.2828 0.0236 0.2428 0.2814 0.3275
hs[ 3] 0.3264 0.0160 0.2977 0.3261 0.3568
hs[ 4] 0.2388 0.0180 0.2093 0.2375 0.2747
hs[ 5] 0.3708 0.0145 0.3440 0.3713 0.3974
hs[ 6] 0.3447 0.0138 0.3191 0.3450 0.3705
hs[ 7] 0.2175 0.0175 0.1885 0.2163 0.2525
hs[ 8] 0.3617 0.0193 0.3270 0.3624 0.3958
hs[ 9] 0.2465 0.0229 0.2072 0.2456 0.2913
hs[10] 0.3471 0.0154 0.3186 0.3469 0.3758
Hs 0.2991 0.0163 0.2721 0.2986 0.3284
Ht 0.3304 0.0207 0.2952 0.3303 0.3669
Gst-B 0.0942 0.0096 0.0748 0.0949 0.1113
--------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---------Dbar 2442.2649
Dhat 1992.5863
pD 449.6787
DIC 2891.9436
Parameters for f
alpha: 0.996933
beta: 1.026733
Ie: 0.000402
H-d: 0.00156
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Parameters for theta
alpha: 61.053316
beta: 544.581798
Ie: 2.989313
H-d: 0.002843
Analysis started: Thu Jul 15 01:00:41 2004
Analysis finished: Thu Jul 15 01:54:54 2004
Elapsed time:
00:54:13

